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Abstract 

Severe anaemia is a common childhood emergency in developing countries. Practical evidence-

based guidance on when to transfuse, volume of transfusion and ideal duration of transfusion 

is lacking. The aim of this study is to develop a paediatric transfusion protocol for use in under-

resourced environments and evaluate its usability in a busy African hospital setting. A 

paediatric transfusion protocol based on the WHO Guidelines was developed for the Queen 

Elizabeth Central Hospital (QECH), Blantyre, Malawi. On the basis of simple bedside clinical 

features of respiratory, cardiovascular and neurological compromise, the protocol allocates 

children with severe anaemia (haemoglobin ≤6g dL-1) to one of the three groups: complicated 

anaemia, uncomplicated anaemia and anaemia with severe malnutrition. Data were collected 

to monitor protocol adherence, delays to transfusion, post-transfusion haemoglobin and need 

for repeat transfusion. Two-hundred and fifteen severely anaemic children were enrolled: 180 

complicated, 25 uncomplicated and 10 severely malnourished. With respect to protocol 

adherence, all children were allocated to the correct transfusion group; correct volume 

(±10%) was given in 89·3%; correct duration (±30 min) in 86·2% and correct overall rate 

(±10%) in 78·6%. Comparing old and new transfusion guidelines, a potential avoidable 

transfusion rate of 29% was found. This study demonstrates that clear and detailed 

transfusion guidelines based on simple bedside clinical features can be used in a very busy 

children’s hospital in sub-Saharan Africa. With minimal additional equipment, volume and 

duration of transfusion can be well controlled. Furthermore, having a protocol in place results 

in a significant reduction of avoidable transfusions.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In some parts of sub-Saharan Africa, 20–47% of all hospitalised children are given blood 

transfusions (Greenberg et al., 1988; Obonyo et al., 2007). Global blood shortages and the risk 

of transfusion-transmissible infections (TTIs) make the rational use of blood in children a high 

priority. Whilst some research has been directed towards delineating the causes and effects of 

anaemia, little work has been done on identifying which children need transfusion, what level 

of haemoglobin (Hb) to transfuse at and what is the best way to give the blood.  

Malawi is one of the world’s poorest countries and has significant challenges in health care 

provision. According to the WHO Global database on anaemia, 73·2% of Malawian children 

aged 0·5–5 years have a haemoglobin level (Hb) less than 11 g dL−1 and 4·8% have an Hb less 

than 5 g dL−1 (the most commonly used definition of severe anaemia) [World Health 

Organization (WHO), 2005]. Malawi is a malaria-endemic country with a peak of malaria and 

severe anaemia patients seen during the rainy season (December to May) at which time there 

is a marked rise in demand for blood transfusions. Previous studies have shown that having 

transfusion protocols in place can markedly reduce the number of unnecessary transfusions 

given to children (Craighead & Knowles, 1993; Vos et al., 1993).  

However, in Malawi, as in many other African countries, a detailed paediatric transfusion 

protocol is not available for doctors working in the health system.  

Therefore, at the Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital (QECH), Blantyre, a new paediatric 

transfusion protocol was developed as part of a Hospital Transfusion Committee initiative to 

produce hospital-wide transfusion guidelines. The new protocol is based on WHO Guidelines: 

clinical use of blood in medicine, obstetrics, paediatrics, surgery and anaesthesia, trauma and 

burns (WHO, 2001) but is adapted to give more detailed guidance on which patients to 

transfuse and speed and volume of transfusion for different patient groups. Baseline 

information on transfusion practices prior to the introduction of the new protocol was 

collected, followed by a prospective evaluation of the usability of and adherence to the new 

protocol.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

This prospective cohort study was conducted at the Paediatric Emergency Department (ED) of 

QECH in Blantyre, where an estimated 80 000 children are seen every year and 23 000 of these 
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children are admitted to the paediatric wards.  

Subjects studied  

Children attending the ED with suspected anaemia had a capillary blood sample taken for Hb 

and packed cell volume (PCV) measurement. Children were eligible for the study if they were 

aged between 2 months and 15 years and had an Hb ≤6g dL−1 (or PCV <18%).  

At the time of enrolment, a medical history was taken and a standardised physical 

examination was performed by a clinician. The clinicians working in this area at the time of the 

study comprised three clinical officers and one consultant (B. C.). The three clinical officers 

underwent a training session when the protocol was introduced to the paediatric department 

(January 2007), and they had an extra training session at the start of the study. The study was 

supervised on a daily basis by B. C. and H. K. Feedback on the study was given to the clinical 

officers on a weekly basis and to the nursing staff on a monthly basis. All four ED clinicians 

were involved in enrolling patients and completing study forms.  

Hb was assessed using a HemoCue®Hb301 haemoglobin analyser (Angelholm, Sweden). In 

addition, the blood sample was used for malaria parasite screen (MPS), which was done by 

microscopic examination of thick blood films stained with Field’s stain. Parasite density was 

graded from 0 to 5 (0 to more than 250 000 malaria parasites per microlitre). For children 

requiring transfusion grouping and cross-matching were done and the time between taking 

the blood sample and receiving the blood from the blood bank was documented, as was the 

donor blood Hb (measured by HemoCue®). Either whole blood or red cell suspension 

(hereafter referred to as ‘red cells’) was administered depending on availability from the 

hospital blood bank.  

Each unit of red cells from the Malawi Blood Transfusion Service (MBTS) was produced by 

the following method. Blood is collected in triple/quadruple multiple (interconnected) bags; 

the primary blood collection bag contains Citrate Phosphate Dextrose Adenine (CPDA-1) as the 

preservative-anticoagulant solution (the donor’s blood is collected into this bag); the second 

bag contains Saline, Adenine, Glucose, Mannitol (SAGM) and the third bag is empty. After 

centrifugation, plasma is allowed to flow into the empty bag and the SAGM into the red cells 

bag. This is done in a closed system (as in most European countries) so there is no risk of 

laboratory contamination. Paediatric packs are made by sharing the contents of this adult unit 

into two bags, again in a closed system. If smaller volumes are required, a sterile docking 

device is then used to connect a set of bags known as transfer packs. Smaller paediatric packs 
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are then made, again in a closed system, hence sterile. Terumo Sterile Connecting Devices are 

used. The plasma is used to make fresh frozen plasma and cryoprecipitate; it is not sent for 

fractionation.  

During transfusion, the rate was controlled by manually adjusting the number of drops 

infused per minute, making use of burettes to measure the volume of blood. No infusion pumps 

or other flow control devices were used. Vital signs were recorded hourly by the nursing staff. 

The clinician reviewed the patients at 1 h (complicated group) or 2 h (malnutrition and 

uncomplicated group). After completion of the transfusion, all children were admitted to the 

paediatric ward. Decisions regarding the need for re-transfusion were made by the ward 

clinician based on clinical indications and repeat Hb measurement.  

Old transfusion guidelines  

The existing paediatric departmental guidelines for blood transfusion advised transfusion for 

all children with PCV <15% (≈Hb 5·0g dL−1) and transfusion in unwell children if PCV <18% 

(≈Hb 6·0g dL−1). The recommended volume of transfusion was 20 mL kg−1 of whole blood or 10 

mL kg−1 of red cells to run over 3–4 h. In malnourished children, it was recommended that half 

this volume be given. In December 2006, over a 4-week period, data were gathered to assess 

transfusion practice and adherence to the ‘old transfusion guidelines.’  

New transfusion protocol  

The ‘new’ paediatric blood transfusion protocol (hereafter referred to as the ‘new QECH 

protocol’) was introduced in January 2007 (Table 1 and Fig. 1). Protocol evaluation was 

carried out between January and May 2007, after approval by the College of Medicine Research 

Ethics Committee.  

The new QECH protocol was developed by adapting the WHO blood transfusion guidelines 

(WHO, 2001). The specific adaptations are described under the following sub-headings: (i) 

patient grouping, (ii) clinical signs, (iii) indications for transfusion, (iv) volume and (v) 

duration of transfusion.  

Patient grouping 

The WHO guideline groups anaemic patients into two categories: chronic/compensated 

anaemia and acute/decompensated anaemia. The new QECH protocol has three categories: 

uncomplicated anaemia, complicated anaemia and severe malnutrition.  

Justification: The first two categories are comparable with the two WHO categories 

(compensated and decompensated). The third category was added to ensure that severely 
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malnourished children, who are at increased risk of volume overload, receive a smaller volume 

and slower transfusion than well-nourished children. Severe malnutrition was defined as the 

presence of either pitting oedema of both feet or severe visible wasting.  

Clinical signs.  

As in the WHO guideline, the terms ‘respiratory distress’, ‘neurological changes’ and 

‘circulatory changes’ were retained in the new QECH protocol. However, the definitions for 

these terms were slightly adjusted: for ‘respiratory distress,’ the criterion ‘increased use of 

abdominal muscles for breathing’ was removed. ‘Neurological changes’ in the new QECH 

protocol were defined by ‘impaired consciousness’ [Blantyre coma score of 4 or less (Molyneux 

et al., 1989)] or ‘prostration’ (alert but unable to sit unaided if over 1 year or unable to 

drink/breastfeed if less than 1 year of age). In the new QECH protocol, ‘circulatory changes’ in 

a severely anaemic child is defined as cold extremities with prolonged capillary refill time 

(over 2 s) and/or fine bi-basal crepitating.  

Justification: ‘Increased use of abdominal muscles for breathing’ was removed as this is a 

poorly defined, not commonly used, criterion for ‘respiratory distress’ in children. 

‘Neurological changes’ were defined in more detail in the new QECH protocol, since the WHO 

guideline only states ‘mental status changes’ without any further clarification. The definition 

for ‘circulatory changes’ was adjusted by defining signs of possible shock and ‘congestive 

cardiac failure’ (CCF) in more detail. Importantly, detection of fine bi-basal crepitations is  

added since this may be an early sign of CCF. 
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Indications for transfusion: The new QECH protocol is in keeping with the WHO guideline 

recommending transfusion for all children with Hb of 4 g dL−1 or less (irrespective of clinical 

condition). For the children with an Hb of 4–6 g dL−1, the new QECH protocol recommendation 

is to transfuse all well-nourished children if any of the following signs are present: respiratory 

distress, bi-basal crepitations, impaired consciousness, prostration or prolonged capillary refill 

time (for definitions see above). The WHO guideline recommends transfusion for this group 

only if showing ‘features of hypoxia, acidosis, impaired consciousness or hyperparasitaemia’.  

Justification: Hypoxia, acidosis and hyperparasitaemia are not included in the new protocol 

because these are often difficult to interpret clinically.  

Volume of transfusion: The new QECH protocol advises a transfusion volume of 10 mL kg of red 

cells or 20 mL kg−1 of whole blood for well-nourished children and half the standard volume 

for children with severe malnutrition.  
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Fig.1: New QECH transfusion protocol outline. 
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Justification: The WHO guidance on volume of transfusion is slightly confusing. On one hand, 

it states that if transfusion is needed, give sufficient blood to make the child clinically stable. On 

the other hand, it recommends 20 mL kg−1 of whole blood or 10 mL kg−1 of red cells. Although, 

in children, 5 mL kg−1 of red cells or 10 mL kg−1 of whole blood is usually sufficient to relieve 

acute shortage of oxygen-carrying capacity (Esan, unpublished observations), the new QECH 

protocol recommends the full WHO transfusion volume, in order to reduce the chance of a 

rebound severe anaemia.  

Duration of transfusion: In keeping with the WHO recommendation, the new QECH protocol 

advises to give the initial part of the transfusion more quickly (first half over 1 h). The child is 

then re-assessed and if the clinical condition has not worsened, the second half is given over 

the following 2 h. If the child’s condition has deteriorated and bi-basal crepitations are present 

(as a new finding), further transfusion needs to be stopped and frusemide considered. If, 

however, the child is worsening without bi-basal crepitations then the second half of the 

transfusion is also given over 1 h on the basis that the child is likely to still be critically 

anaemic and requires further urgent blood (Fig. 1).  

When calculating the correct volume, correct duration and correct overall rate of 

transfusion, a 10% margin of error was allowed for volume and overall rate and a 30-min 

margin of error for duration, giving upper and lower limits as follows:  

1. Correct volume of transfusion (±10%): complicated and uncomplicated 9–11 mL kg−1 for red 

cells; 18–22 mL kg−1 for whole blood. Severe malnutrition: 4·5–5·5mLkg−1 for red cells; 9–11 

mL kg−1 for whole blood.  

2. Correct duration of transfusion (±30 min): 150– 210 min – complicated; 210–270 min– 

uncomplicated. Severe malnutrition: 210–270 min.  

3. Correct overall rate of transfusion (±10%): Complicated 3·0–3·6mLkg−1h−1 red cells; 6·0– 

7·4mL kg−1h−1 whole blood. Uncomplicated: 2·3– 2·8mLkg−1h−1 red cells; 4·5–5·5mLkg−1h−1 

whole blood. Severe malnutrition: 1·1–1·4mL kg−1h−1 red cells and 2·3–2·8mLkg−1h−1 whole 

blood.  
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RESULTS  

In order to get a baseline for comparison, prior to the introduction of the new QECH protocol, 

information was collected on patients with Hb <6·0g dL−1 who were managed according to the 

old transfusion guideline. Data were gathered on a total of 29 patients, of these 15 were female 

and the median age of this group was 18 months (inter-quartile range (IQR) 12–29 months). Of 

these 29 patients, 11 (38%) had complicated anaemia (one of whom died awaiting 

transfusion); 7 (24%) had severe malnutrition and 11 (38%) had uncomplicated anaemia, all 

of whom were transfused. Enough blood for transfusion was received for 19 of these 28 

transfusions (67·9%). Children for whom an insufficient volume of blood was received from 

the blood bank were excluded from analysis. Of the 19 patients evaluated, correct blood 

volume was given in 11 cases (57·8%); transfusion duration was correct in 9 cases (47·4%) 

and overall rate of transfusion was correct in 2 cases (10·5%).  

As part of the new QECH protocol evaluation, 215 children were enrolled between January 

and May 2007. The median age of the study population was 22 months and there were 107 

females (49·8%). Table 2 summarises the main characteristics of the study group and Fig. 2 

summarises the group allocation and study flow.  

 

Table2: Patient demographics, laboratory findings and diagnoses  
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Protocol adherence  

All 215 patients (100%) were allocated to the correct group and followed the correct 

transfusion pathway. In 159 of 184 transfused cases (86·4%), enough blood was sent from the 

blood bank to allow the transfusion protocol to be followed. Analysis of correct adherence to 

the new QECH protocol is therefore restricted to these 159 patients; by anaemia group these 

comprised 154 of 176 children with complicated anaemia; 3 of the 6 children with 

uncomplicated anaemia and both severely malnourished children, respectively.  

The correct total volume of blood (+/−10%) was given in 142 cases (89·3%); correct 

duration of transfusion (+/−30 minutes) was kept to in 137 (86·2%) and the correct overall 

volume per kilogram per hour (±10%) was given in 125 (78·6%) cases. Due to small numbers 

in the pre-protocol group, statistical significance testing which compares correct adherence to 

protocol in the two groups could not be performed.  

Haemoglobin rise  

The Hb rise was estimated in the 144 well-nourished children with complicated anaemia in 

whom an Hb check was carried out within 24 h of transfusion. In these 144 children, the mean 

Hb rise (SD) was 2·5g dL−1 (1·3). Following transfusion, Hb remained less than 5·0g dL−1 in 9 of 

these 144 children (6·3%) and less than 6·0g dL−1 in 33 children (22·9%).  

Repeat transfusion  

Five of the 159 children (3·1%) had sufficient blood available for full transfusion in the ED 

received a second transfusion in the ward.  

Not transfused in ED but transfused in ward  

In accordance with the new QECH protocol, 27 of the 215 patients (12·6%) were not 

transfused in the ED – these comprised 8 of 10 children (80%) with severe malnutrition and 

19 of 25 children (76·0%) with uncomplicated anaemia. Subsequently 10 of these 27 cases 

(37·0%) received transfusion in the ward during their admission period (3 of 8 with severe 

malnutrition and 7 of 19 with uncomplicated anaemia).  

Not transfused  

Seventeen patients (12 of 25 with uncomplicated anaemia and 5 of 10 with severe 

malnutrition) were not transfused at all during admission. Of these 17 patients, 14 (82·4%) 

had a repeat Hb done on the next day in the ward – the mean Hb of these 14 patients on 

admission was 5·4g dL−1 and the following day, without transfusion, it was 5·3g dL−1.  
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Delays to transfusion  

184 patients in this study received a transfusion in the ED; the median (IQR) time taken from 

sending a cross-match sample to blood bank to receiving blood for transfusion in ED was 55 

min (40–85 min). In 30 cases (16·3%) the time to receive blood was ≤30 min, however, in 20 

cases (10·9%) it was ≥120 min and a delay of ≥180 min was experienced in 7 cases (3·8%).  

Donor Hb  

Of the 184 patients transfused in ED, 96 (52·2%) were transfused with red cell concentrate 

and 88 (47·8%) with whole blood. The median donor blood Hb (IQR) was 19·7g dL−1 (17·2–

20·8g dL−1) for red cell concentrate and 14·2g dL−1 (12·9–17·0g dL−1) for whole blood.  

Outcome  

Eleven of the 215 patients (5·1%) died in hospital (see Table 3 for details). Four children died 

before transfusion – the time interval between arrival and death in these children was 20, 30, 

100 and 105 min. Three of these four children had malaria parasites on blood film and 

received a presumed diagnosis of severe malarial anaemia.  

Two anaemic children who were not transfused at presentation in the ED subsequently died. 

One was a jaundiced, hypoglycaemic child with marasmic kwashiorkor and a presenting Hb of 

5·6g dL−1. Despite treatment with dextrose, antibiotics and quinine, this child died 22 h after 

admission. The other was a 13-year old girl who presented with an Hb of 5·0g dL−1 and a 4-

week history of abdominal pain. She was found to have splenomegaly and multiple abdominal 

masses and was diagnosed with Burkitt’s lymphoma. Following bone marrow biopsy, she 

received multiple blood transfusions and was treated with steroids and antibiotics. She 

developed signs of bowel obstruction and died 24 days after admission.  
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NOTE: only those with sufficient blood sent from blood bank for full transfusion (N=159) included in final analysis of transfusion data  

Figure 2: Flow of patients. 
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DISCUSSION  

In a recent article exploring strategies for reducing the mortality and morbidity of anaemia in 

African infants, Crawley concluded that ‘there is a need to develop transfusion guidelines that 

are based on clinical criteria and not solely on the level of haemoglobin’ and also that ‘the 

optimal speed and volume of transfusion remain to be determined’ (Crawley, 2004). This study 

was carried out to look at whether a transfusion protocol adapted from the WHO transfusion 

guidelines (2001) to give more detailed guidance on both clinical features of severe anaemia 

and volume and speed of transfusion could be followed in a busy children’s ED in Malawi. The 

study was not designed to look at clinical effectiveness of transfusion itself or at the longer 

term morbidity or mortality resulting from transfusion or non-transfusion in children with 

severe anaemia. Following the independent development of the new QECH protocol, it was 

noted that this protocol has much in common with the guidelines for transfusion in the WHO 

pocket book of hospital care for sick children (WHO, 2005) (e.g. separate guidance for children 

with severe malnutrition; only transfuse if Hb <4g dL−1 unless signs of complication and more 

appropriate signs of complicated anaemia such as deep and laboured breathing).  

This study confirms that detailed transfusion protocols for children can be adhered to in a 

busy hospital in a resource-poor setting with minimal additional equipment. The simple 

bedside clinical criteria for allocation to the three groups of severe anaemia were easily 

followed with all patients allocated to the correct group. The majority of patients (83·7%) 

were allocated to the complicated group, having presented with respiratory, cardiovascular 

and/or neurological signs of decompensated severe anaemia.  

The 100% correct group allocation may have been influenced by the method of data 

collection. During the study, the clinical officers completed a study data collection form for 

each patient. This form asked if there were any signs of complicated anaemia and/or any signs 

of severe malnutrition – with boxes for ticking the respective defining features. It is possible 

that the act of recording the clinical features in this manner may have prompted the clinician 

to assess more carefully and also to allocate the patient to the correct transfusion pathway.  

With regards to volume, duration and overall rate of transfusion, this was given correctly in 

89·3%, 86·2% and 78·2%, respectively, of the 159 patients who received sufficient blood for 

full transfusion. This was an improvement from the old transfusion guideline group when 57·8, 

47·4 and 10·5% of the 19 patients who received sufficient blood for full transfusion were given 

the correct volume, duration and rate, respectively. (Due to small numbers in the old 
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transfusion guideline group, statistical testing of the significance of these differences was not 

possible.)  

The mean (SD) Hb rise in this study was 2·5g dL−1 (1·3) which is comparable with previous 

studies in similar settings: English et al. (2002) documented a median (IQR) Hb rise of 3·0g 

dL−1 (1·6–4·3) in 984 transfused children in Kenya and Holzer et al. (1993) found a mean (SD) 

Hb rise equivalent to 3·3g dL−1 (1·5) in 60 children who received blood transfusion in 

Tanzania. However, English et al. (2002) found that 24% of children in their study still had an 

Hb of less than 5 g dL−1 following transfusion whereas in our study post-transfusion Hb of less 

than 5 g dL−1 was found in only 6·3% of patients. Possible explanation for this difference 

includes the fact that our patients had higher median (IQR) pre-transfusion Hb of 4·2g dL−1 

(3·4–4·8) compared to a median (IQR) pre-transfusion Hb of 3·5g dL−1 (2·8–4·2) in the Kenya 

study. Another potential contributing factor could be that only patients who have had an 

adequate volume of blood transfused were analysed for Hb rise in our study whereas it is not 

clear if this was the case in the Kenyan study. Furthermore, our post-transfusion Hb 

measurements were done within 24 h of transfusion compared to 18–48-h post-transfusion in 

the Kenya study – this could have resulted in further drop in Hb in some of their patients.  

Other studies have shown that transfusion appears to benefit only those children with an Hb 

<4g dL−1 or those with Hb <5g dL−1 and exhibiting signs of decompensation as long as the 

transfusion is given within the first 2 days of hospitalisation (Lackritz et al., 1992; Lackritz et 

al., 1997). In this study, a total of 27 children with an Hb between 4·1 and 6 g dL−1 were not 

transfused in the ED (19 in the uncomplicated group and 8 in the severe malnutrition group). 

Ten of these 27 children were subsequently transfused in the paediatric ward on clinical 

grounds.  

Reductions in the number of transfusions after introduction of transfusion guidelines for 

children have previously been documented. Craighead & Knowles (1993) found that strict 

enforcement of a transfusion protocol in Malawi resulted in a drop in the percentage from 44 

to 11% of severely anaemic under-5-year children who were transfused. Vos et al. (1993) 

analysed patient records of 497 transfused children in Tanzania and found that 75% of all 

avoidable transfusions were in those under the age of 5 and that applying a transfusion 

threshold of 4 gdL−1 vs. 5 g dL−1 would have resulted in avoidable transfusions being reduced 

from 62 to 35%.  
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In the present study, the combined number of children with uncomplicated anaemia (Hb <6g 

dL−1) in both the pre-and post-new protocol groups was 35. If the old transfusion guideline of 5 

g dL−1 had been applied to these 35 children, 22 (63%) would be transfused; however, using 

the new QECH protocol, with a threshold of 4 g dL−1, only 12 (34%) would be transfused. This 

study had small numbers of children with uncomplicated anaemia and was not designed to 

specifically address avoidable transfusion rates but with these limitations in mind, our results 

indicate that a potential 29% avoidable transfusion rate amongst children with uncomplicated 

anaemia may be possible by bringing the threshold for transfusion from 5 to 4 g dL−1. Given the 

dire shortages of blood supplies in sub-Saharan Africa and the danger of TTIs, this potential 

reduction is important.  

There were 11 deaths amongst the 215 patients in this study giving a mortality rate of 5·1%. 

This compares favourably with mortality rates of 6–13% documented in previous studies in 

African settings. Berkley et al. (2003) reported a 9% mortality amongst 1160 Kenyan children 

admitted with Hb <5·0g dL−1.Bojang et al. (1997) found a mortality rate of 13% amongst 173 

children with severe malarial anaemia and a PCV of less than 12% in those who were assigned 

to receive blood transfusion. Using data from eight prospective hospital-based studies in 

African settings between 1990 and 1997, Obonyo et al. (1998) estimated an average risk of in-

hospital mortality from severe malarial anaemia of 12%. A recent prospective case-controlled 

study reported a 6·3% mortality amongst 382 Malawian children presenting to the clinic with 

an Hb <5·0g dL−1 (Calis et al., 2008).  

In our study 4 of the 11 children who died – did so before transfusion could be commenced 

(36·4%) and this is comparable with reported literature from similar settings. Calis et al. 

(2008) reported that 9 of 24 deaths (37·5%) in anaemic children in Malawi occurred before 

transfusion; English et al. (2002) found that 27 of 123 deaths (22·0%) in children with severe 

malarial anaemia in Kenya occurred before transfusion and Bojang et al. (1997) reported that 

15 of 23 Gambian children (65·2%) with severe malarial anaemia who died did so before blood 

transfusion was given.  

Previous researchers have observed bimodal patterns of presentation and diagnoses 

between children who died soon after admission and those who died later – postulating that 

children with a clinical picture of severe malarial anaemia tend to die early whilst those with 

other diagnoses generally die later (English et al., 2002; Berkley et al., 2003). These 
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researchers have categorised deaths from severe anaemia into early (<6 h) and late deaths (>6 

h) (English et al., 2002) or immediate (<4 h), early (4–48 h) and late deaths (>48 h) (Berkley et 

al., 2003). Using the definitions of Berkley, in our study 4 of 11 (36·4%) children who died 

would be classified as immediate, 4 (36·4%) as early and 3 (27·2%) as late deaths. This 

compares with the reported percentages of 26·0% immediate, 41·3% early and 32·7% late 

deaths amongst 1160 severely anaemic children in the Berkley study (2003). In keeping with 

the above theory – three of four (75%) of immediate deaths and four of eight (50%) of the 

deaths in first 48 h had malaria parasites on initial blood screen.  

Blood shortages and delays in receiving blood for transfusion are widespread in the 

developing world with consequent increased morbidity and mortality. Few studies have 

documented the length of time from arrival in ED to death whilst awaiting blood for 

transfusion (Lackritz et al., 1992). In this study, the time between arrival into the study and 

death, in those who died before blood transfusion, was between 20 and 105 minutes. Although 

this study does not formally address issues of blood supply, it is worth noting that the median 

(IQR) time to receipt of blood for the 184 patients who received transfusion in this study was 

55 min (40–85 min). Given the enormous constraints and difficulties in blood supply in the 

developing world, this figure is impressive.  

This protocol has options for transfusing either whole blood or red cells (also known as ‘red 

cell suspension’ or ‘red cell concentrate’). However, in many sub-Saharan countries (with less 

well developed blood transfusion services), red cells are not available and ‘packed cells’ are 

produced by the removal of most of the supernatant plasma from a unit of whole blood – 

leaving just sufficient plasma to allow adequate viscosity and blood flow through 

administration sets.  

QECH is very fortunate to have close links with the MBTS, which provides ongoing support of 

the QECH blood bank, has membership on the Hospital Transfusion Committee and provides 

effective administrative support. A recent paper (Hassall et al., 2009) has described the high 

incidence of bacterial contamination of paediatric whole blood transfusions in Kenya and 

elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa. The authors cite needle puncture of blood bags to decant 

smaller amounts for paediatric transfusion as one of the main factors for the high 

contamination rates. The MBTS uses a sterile multiple blood bag system and a docking device 

as is the system in Europe and provides QECH with pre-prepared paediatric units of red cells 

and whole blood. Undoubtedly, the presence of MBTS results in QECH having a much swifter 
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and safer supply of blood than is available in many parts of the developing world.  

Neither burettes nor any other form of flow control device (such as infusion pumps) was 

routinely available at QECH at the time of the study. The existing method for volume control 

involved looking at the volume in the blood pack and then drawing a line on the blood bag to 

indicate the estimated point at which the transfusion should cease. Burettes were therefore 

deemed necessary for the study – even though they may well have contributed significantly to 

the correct volume of blood given – as otherwise we would not have been able to document 

with any accuracy the volumes of blood given. Although burettes are not routinely available in 

poorer African countries, we feel that they should be advocated for as they are an essential 

item to prevent over-infusion of blood or intravenous fluids to small children and 

malnourished patients, who are particularly at risk from fluid overload.  

This study demonstrates that clear and detailed transfusion guidelines based on simple 

bedside clinical features, aimed at identifying children at most risk from severe anaemia, can 

be used in a busy children’s ED in sub-Saharan Africa. With minimal additional equipment, 

volume and duration of transfusion can be well controlled. Furthermore, having a protocol in 

place with clear indications on which anaemic children do not require transfusion results in a 

reduction of avoidable transfusions.  
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